
Creative Warm Ups 
for Instrumental Ensembles

Get your students improvising & 
composing!

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1c9EW2DZNR3GS0vcq2Tk9hlzhVwdC6H314prBAczuL_4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1c9EW2DZNR3GS0vcq2Tk9hlzhVwdC6H314prBAczuL_4/edit?usp=sharing


Overview
● short warm-up exercises for instrumental ensembles that get 

students improvising and composing without taking up 
excessive rehearsal time. 

● conducted improvisations that will be interactive and 
participatory, 

● improvised meditation exercise 
● composing using animal charades 

● rhythm composing games for beginners through advanced 
students. 

● Resources



Improvised conducted warm up
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Tuning Meditation

Instructions:

Begin by playing a pitch that you hear in your imagination. After contributing your 
pitch, listen for another player’s pitch and tune in unison to the pitch as exactly as 
possible. Listen again and play a pitch that no one else is playing. The duration of 
pitches is determined by the duration of a comfortable breath or bow. The dynamic 
level is soft throughout the piece. Brass players use mutes.

Continue by alternating between the three options described above.



Tuning Meditation continued
Instructions:

● playing a new pitch of your own that no one else is playing 
● just listening
● tuning in unison to the pitch of another player.
● Introduce new pitches at will and tune to as many different players as are 

present. Although the dynamic level is soft make your tones available to 
others.

● Play warmly with variations in tone quality.



Basic Call and Response; One bar improv



Urban Groove-John McAllister
● “Urban Groove is a fantastic way to get young (or even mature) musicians 

to get to be creative within a full band setting. I made this tune up on the fly 
with a group of students specifically to have "looped" music that we could 
play at a pep rally. I'm a firm believer of the band playing tunes and NOT 
just having music played on the loudspeaker. Live music is so much better 
and I'm completely biased”

● “If you have fun with this, kids will absolutely love it. I've never had a group 
that didn't go crazy the first few times we did this!”

Download File

Note: this totally works with marching band too. You can use it as a "time filler" that can be played on a loop 
and end right before the snap!

Urban_groove.pdf   https://www.johnmcallistermusic.com/band-games.html

https://www.johnmcallistermusic.com/uploads/2/4/7/2/24727629/urban_groove.pdf
https://www.johnmcallistermusic.com/uploads/2/4/7/2/24727629/urban_groove.pdf
https://www.johnmcallistermusic.com/uploads/2/4/7/2/24727629/urban_groove.pdf
https://www.johnmcallistermusic.com/band-games.html




https://www.johnmcallistermusic.com/band-games.html



Animal Charades part I



Animal Charades part II



Animal Charades part III



Animal Charades part IV

You will need to decide whether you want to 
literally recreate the animal’s sounds using 
instruments, refer to the animal’s 
characteristic in more abstract ways, or both. 
Questions you should consider include:

• How fast or slow does the animal move?

• Does it run, crawl, hop, slither, fly, etc.?

• What are its physical characteristics? How 
does it look?

• Is it aggressive, passive, friendly, or 
dangerous?

• Does it make any distinctive noises?

• Does it tend to make high pitched or low 
pitched noises?

• Does it travel in groups or by itself?

• How might any of these things or other 
things you discover about your chosen 
animal translate to musical sounds?



Bill Cahn Creative Music Making



Bill Cahn Nexus Percussion-free improv



Dan Deutch



Bill Connor 
The responsibility to enthuse, invigorate, coerce, encourage, lead, 
inspire, coach, fire up, guide, journey with, teach, etc etc etc  lies 
with the Musical Director, leader, conductor, teacher, student, dinner 
lady, sir, miss, how so ever you are defined standing at the head 
pulling focus on those before you on the floor. 

So get the vibe right, you, the chap or chapess in front is the 
catalyst, motivator, the mover shaker and stirrer to all in front of you 
so make it count and regardless of what the words say make sure the 
body says the same thing. 



Bill Connor 
If kids have fun they will remember the outcome of that activity….if 
they have fun with something they have devised or contributed 
themselves they will remember the outcome of that activity AND the 
sense of pride and achievement that will boost their self-esteem, 
focus and creativity…..( remember the first time YOU managed to 
hold a note….get a rhythm right….have someone say to you ”that was 
great!”)…think in the kids zone….don’t drag them into the adult domain 
before they’re ready…YOU get back into the kid’s domain and 
devise/communicate from there. Please get rid of the word 
“mistake”, no-one sets out to make a mistake but accidents happen so 
call it what it is, an accident but let them happen and don’t stop 
because of accidents along the way.



Bill Connor 
Try a different layout/placement/seating arrangement for the 
warm up/creative time

…If there’s room in the rehearsal room to leave the stands and 
seats in their usual place and get everyone in a large circle 
facing each other that is best. 

Even if there isn’t room for that get the players used to being 
responsible for their own stand and chair so the change from 
ensemble position to warm up/creative position becomes the 
thing that is “normal”, expected, usual.  



Bill Connor 
Avoid the tendency to concentrate on pieces at the 
expense of:

the exploration of sound,  instrumental technique, 

tuning, breathing,

holistic awareness and the fundamental for any wind 
instrument …all of which are applied in playing 
pieces…..



Bill Connor - Warmups/departure points
 

A Soft wind blows (or “Hot Air n Scuttlebugs”)

Wind for breathing – devise something comical for the 
kids…….with breath sounds first then add ooo’s then 
aaaaaah’s then dooo’s…..etc……make sure they count as 
they go along….or maybe to a metronome at crotchet 60….



Bill Connor “Windy Bag”



Bill Connor “Count on Me”

 



Bill Connor “Windy Bag”



Bill Connor    “Abandon Ship!”



Bill Connor Ship Wreck (or build off 
Abandon Ship?!)



Bill Connor
 “build em up…” “Chase ‘em Down”



Bill Connor Scale The Cliff



Bill Connor Scale The Cliff



Bill Connor Scale The Cliff



Bill Connor Snakes, Ladders Hippos and 
Posers 



Bill Connor Snakes, Ladders Hippos and 
Posers 



Bill Connor Aliens



Bill Connor Missing Person



Bill Connor Snaps in the Dark!



Bill Connor-Strings 



Bill Connor-Strings   “Creepy!” 



Bill Connor-Strings   “Bubble Bee” 



Resources for following up . . . 
improvisation &  composition

https://www.amazon.com/Creative-Music-Making-William-Cahn/dp/0415972825


Rhythm Improv & Composing Games



Rhythm Improv & Composing Games




